LEGEND
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED:
○ INDICATES 2" I.R & TAG "R.C.E. 10035" IN SUBGRADE WITH SPIKE & WASHER
  & TAG "R.C.E. 10035" IN FINISH PAVEMENT.
● INDICATES LEAD & TACK IN TOP OF CURB.

STREET CENTERLINE TIES
TRACT NO. 7112
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO,
CALIFORNIA.
SCALE: 1"=40'
DECEMBER, 1975.
SOUTH COAST ENGINEERING
SERVICE
101 SOUTH EL CAMINO REAL
SAN CLEMENTE, CALIF.
SET TAG "R.C.E. 10035" IN TOP OF CURB.

LEGEND
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED:
- INDICATES 2 1/2" I.P. & TAG "R.C.E. 10035" IN SUBGRADE WITH SPIKE & WASHER & TAG "R.C.E. 10035" IN FINISH PAVEMENT.
- INDICATES LEAD & STACK IN TOP OF CURB.

STREET CENTERLINE TIES
TRACT NO. 7112
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, CALIFORNIA
SCALE: 1" = 40' DECEMBER, 1975
SOUTH COAST ENGINEERING SERVICE
101 SOUTH EL CAMINO REAL
SAN CLEMENTE, CALIF.
STREET CENTERLINE TIES

TRACT NO. 71/2
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO,
CALIFORNIA

SCALE: 1:40  DECEMBER, 1975
SOUTH COAST ENGINEERING
SERVICE
101 SOUTH EL CAMINO REAL
SAN CLEMENTE, CALIF.
LEGEND
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED:
0 INDICATES 21/2" R.E. 10035" IN SUBGRADE WITH SPIKE & WASHER & TAG "R.E. 10035" IN FINISH PAVEMENT.
- INDICATES LEAD & TACK IN TOP OF CURB.

STREET CENTERLINE TIES
TRACT NO. 212
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO
CALIFORNIA

SCALE: 1"=40' DECEMBER, 1975
SOUTH COAST ENGINEERING SERVICE
101 SOUTH EL CAMINO REAL
SAN CLEMENTE, CALIF